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ABSTRACT 

          The development of ‘Affordable housing’ has become an urgent and important topic of discussion 

in India. Unlike in western countries where the social welfare system has been set up for many years and the 

public housing system also is mature, in most of Asian countries, the social welfare systems are still weak in 

relation to their large amount of low-income populations. The gap between rich and poor is considerable 

large, and is still increasing, many people with low-income could not afford their own houses since the 

minimum down-payment and the entry-requirement of real estate market are both increasingly high, the 

‘Affordable housing’ is therefore very difficult to be developed appropriately under this circumstances. 

           The thesis provides an overview of the development of ‘affordable housing’ around the world,  in 

order to find out some applicable policy suggestions for the development of Salem city’s affordable housing 

market from such previous experiences. Public housing system in U.S. and Sweden has a strength 

foundation for many decades, while India is a developing country with the more population in the world, in 

order to solve the housing problem, India government start to implement public housing policies and 

establish the ‘public housing system’.  

           The questionnaire and analysis should be taken for the current housing status in Salem City, which 

reflect some realistic housing problems and it takes a long term for householder to achieve down payment 

and ‘full house ownership’ to be identified. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Affordable Housing 

         The house provides a ‘necessary 

foundation’ for every people to live during the 

social actions and physical actions (Byrne and 

Diamond, 2007). The price of real estate market 

became more unstable since the economy of many 

countries increased dramatically after World War  

II. House became ‘more expensive’ in many 

countries from the beginning of 21st century 

(Haffner and Boumeester, 2010). There is a gap 

between high-income and low-income group. For 

low-income group, to own a comfortable house 

became one of the unaffordable dreams in their 

lives. Providing affordable housing has become an 

urgent task for governments. Today have many 
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governments around the world realized it and 

have been planning to take more actions on it. The 

U.S. government, Sweden’s government and 

Singapore’s government, for examples, have 

carried out many policies to solve the problem. 

Wallace published a research in 1995 that 

analyzed the affordable housing gap in US mainly 

by focusing on the federal financial support and 

the rules of “for-profit and non-profit” agencies 

(Sirmans and Mecphenson, 2003). 

There is no official definition of ‘affordable 

housing’ yet, but there is a wide acceptable 

definition about the ‘target group’ of ‘affordable 

housing that was defined by James E. Wallace: If 

a family’s total monthly cost is less than 30% of 

householder’s income the affordable housing 

policy would be applicable. Different countries 

have difference affordable housing policies; in 

Canada and United States, local governments 

seem firmly committed to increasing the 

availability of affordable housing through a variety 

of innovative subsidy programs. 

The development history of affordable housing 

showed that western countries and eastern 

countries are in different situations and cannot 

share the same policies. The affordable housing 

system development started very early in U.S. and 

Europe, but in Asian countries, it started from the 

middle of 20th century.  

Some of the high developed countries and areas 

in Asia like Singapore and Hong Kong started 

their affordable housing project from 1950s, 

which was quire early in Asian area. In the recent 

decades India government made very hard efforts 

to develop affordable housing for the low-income 

householders in order to keep the growth of 

society stable. 

 Purpose and Research Questions 

The main purpose of this thesis is to find out 

some applicable suggestions and policies for the 

development of Salem City’s affordable housing 

market by comparing and analyzing the relevant 

experiences from other countries and areas. Many 

successful policies and development experiences 

of both western and eastern countries are 

introduced first. In order to find out if such 

experiences can be applied also in the market of 

Salem City, the thesis analyzes the possibilities by 

comparing the backgrounds, policies implement 

and other circumstances. 

The thesis also analyzes the current situation of 

Salem City’s development. It indicates both 

potentials and challenges that could help both the 

government and potential investors to have a basic 

understanding of the affordable housing market 

and its possible developing directions in the 

future. 

The thesis mainly focuses on answering the 

questions about Salem City below:  

1. Why is difficult for young householder to 

enter real estate market in Salem City?  

2. What are the challenges for government to 

develop this market?  
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3. What are the alternative options for 

government to solve the conflict in 

affordable housing development process? 

 Scope 

Both developing and developed countries have 

had various types of public housing systems to 

help low income households. Central government 

of India will assist in construction of houses for 

Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) and Low 

Income Group (LIG) as part of group housing 

schemes of the States. These housing schemes will 

be implemented by the States through partnership 

with private sector or public sector. 

 EWS - having an annual household income up 

to 1 lakh 

 LIG - having an annual household income 

between 1 to 2 lakhs 

 Objectives 

1. To find out the exact problems in providing 

affordable housing 

    2. To develop affordable housing especially for 

low-income householders 

     3. To recommend the solutions for true 

affordability to public, private and government 

sectors. 

GLOBAL AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

 Definition and Characteristics 

Affordable housing is one part of the housing 

market in western developed countries as well as 

in eastern developing countries. The affordable 

housing is the house that built for residential use 

which provides basically private and secure place 

for people to live in. There are many different 

ways to classified housing, for example, according 

the provided party standard, these are commercial 

housing and public housing; according to the 

business standard, there are general commercial 

housing and low-profit housing; according to the 

customers standard, there are social housing and 

business housing. Housing is not only has the 

characteristics of commercial profit but social 

security protection. Affordable housing is an 

important part of social housing security 

protection, provided by local government to the 

customers who is low income household or has 

lower competition power in social market. Many 

countries government use affordable housing 

policy to organize the social security system. 

The definition of affordable housing can be 

found in article that written by Iglesias:        

“Affordable housing” is defined as housing that 

is legally restricted for the use of persons or 

households who meet specific income 

requirements. 

The ‘Affordable housing’ that is used in this 

thesis can be exactly understood as the definition 

above. Moreover, affordable housing is provided 

or organized by central or local government to the 

low-income households and the people who has 

less competition in housing market. 

The characteristics of affordable housing can be 

summarized as follow: 
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1. Government involving. As the main provider of 

affordable housing is not commercial real estate 

developers but the governments, affordable 

housing project is planned by the government 

including the location, housing type, building 

standards and the level of house price. 

2. Consumers are fixed. There has limitation for 

the affordable housing consumers, like low-

income crowd. Government has the principles for 

affordable housing purchase, like family members, 

income level and background. It should be noted 

that affordable housing market is opened to 

specific consumers. 

3. Complicated applicant selection. In general 

speaking, the number of affordable housing supply 

is less than the demand, because if the supply is 

higher than demand, it will fall down the housing 

price and affect the commercial housing market. 

 Social Welfare Economic Theory 

Adam Smith is generally considered the firstly 

researcher of welfare economics. His book 

‘wealth of nations’ presents the ‘invisible hand’ 

hypothesis emphasize the important of market 

efficiency to distribute the social resource and the 

market can promote both ‘self interest’ and social 

wealth increasing. 

The other researcher Arthur Cecil Pigou had 

developed the welfare economics that focus on 

private and social wealth, he pointed out that 

market has shortage ‘market failures’ will destroy 

social fair competition and suggest government 

can correct the market failures through tax and 

subsidy policies. His book ‘welfare economics’ 

presents the welfare economics theory 

systematically.       

Pigovian taxes, which is ‘taxes used to correct 

negative externalities, are named in his honor’ 

(Wikipedia, 2010). The core of Pigou’s welfare 

economics is government should collect tax from 

the richer, then subsidies the tax to support the 

poor. Pigou emphasize the important of market 

because the ‘invisible hand’, and the market can 

achieve resource distribution with fairness. While 

another economist John Maynard Keynes has 

different views about Employment, interest and 

money supply in market system. 

John Maynard Keynes made the proposition that 

increasing the scale of social security is one part 

of government spending. He advocated 

government should involve in country economy 

administration, it is possible to make balance 

between richer and poor in the social welfare 

distribution through tax adjustment by 

government. Keynes made comment that market 

itself could not work very well for people without 

the government manager, government can manage 

market with political, such as, tax policies, market 

operation roles and other regulations . 

According to Pigou and Keynes’s theories, 

there are two different ways to distribute social 

welfare, one is more emphasize ‘equality’ that 

every citizen could share the social welfare, and it 

would be the government who pay for the 

citizen’s welfare expenditures like public health 
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insurance and education cost, etc, the typical 

example of this pattern of welfare system is 

Sweden welfare system, it is therefore called 

“Swedish Model”; the other one based more on 

‘federal welfare distribution’, peoples have to be 

responsible for their own living and some welfare 

cost, like health insurance, education cost, 

housing, etc, and government would provide 

subsidies to low-income households, like U.S. 

 Problems and Challenges 

Both developing and developed countries have 

had various types of public housing systems to 

help low-income households. But some problems 

have appeared during the housing development 

process. First, the queue of the applicants is so 

long, it will take some years for some families. For 

developing countries, it is difficult to make 

selection because the lack of applicant 

information. 

 Argument 

The arguments between advantage and 

disadvantage of affordable housing have been in 

existence for decades. Some researchers believe 

that the affordable housing is helpful to protect 

the living right of low-income households. 

Affordable housing is provided by government, 

many low-income households can have their own 

house. But another view believe that affordable 

housing is management by government, including 

the price decision which will impact the 

commercial housing. 

 

The development of Social Housing in Sweden 

 History and background 

Kingdom of Sweden located in north of 

European, the third large country in the European 

Union with the 450.295 square kilometers area 

and 9.38 million population (calculated in July, 

2010). Nearly 85 percent of Swedish live in urban 

areas, especially the capital Stockholm with 22 

percent of country population. Basically, Sweden 

has the low population density in the world with 

21 inhabitants per square kilometer in average 

(Wikipedia, 2010). Sweden is a constitution 

monarchy country with the king or queen is the 

head commander of country and armed forces 

only perform ceremonial functions. Parliament is 

the law and policy maker of the country, has 350 

members voted by general election since 1970 in a 

single house (Donner, 2000). Government is the 

administrative body led by a prime minister and 

take responsibility for the parliament. The courts 

are the main body of the Sweden judicial system. 

These three parts are independent without 

interference from each other. 

 Economy issues 

The private commercial economy and public 

economy both existing in Sweden’s economic 

system, this ‘mixed economy’ achieved a high 

developed level aided by three main natural 

resources: timber, hydropower and iron ore 

(Wikipedia, 2010). Sweden economy successful is 

well known for high-tech industry and national 

welfare benefit. The characteristic of Swedish 
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welfare model was mainly government 

expenditure in public sector, about 60 percent of 

GDP, which include providing work opportunity 

for workers, wield range of insurance and old-age 

pensions. 

The growth of Sweden economy has been stable 

and the inflation rate has been low during the past 

20 years. But inflation once was a problem in the 

1980s when government could not afford the huge 

volume of public expenditures and the budget was 

seriously in deficit. The growth of Swedish 

economy based on the export extension. The 

government advocated opening the market and 

free-trading among international business. Since 

1991, the Swedish government has given up the 

quota system. Moreover, after Sweden joined the 

EU, except the traditional policy alcohol national 

franchise, implement ‘EU Non-Tariff Measures’ 

to reduce trade. 

The main trading partners of Sweden are 

Germany, Britain, U.S. and Nordic countries. In 

recent years, the export of Sweden has rapid 

development especially in Asia area. Sweden has 

132.8 billion U.S dollar export volume in 2009, 

including machinery, motor vehicles, paper 

products and chemical and so on. 

 Affordable Housing Policies 

As a typical welfare benefit country, Sweden 

has a completed and clear affordable housing 

policy to support the low-income households, big-

families, retire and workless people. One of the 

public housing characteristics of Sweden housing 

policy is that government policies are not only 

provide public housing for low-income household 

but try to create a living environment for them 

with less different between low-income and high-

income households. The proportion of the public 

houses that are developed by Sweden’s 

government or by both the government and other 

develop companies to all the houses as a total is 

around 2/3 of rental housing, which is really a high 

percentage comparing to other western countries. 

The average living space of Swedish is 41 square 

meters, they have two rooms in average level, and 

93.1% housing with bathroom, and 97.5% 

housing with central heating system, all of these 

showed Sweden is one of the highest housing 

standard countries in the world. But all of these 

achievements came after a long time difficult 

practice in Sweden housing development process. 

From 1920s to 1930s, Sweden experienced a 

large scale of ‘short of housing supply’ as same as 

other developed countries. In the later 1930, 41% 

household living in Stockholm only has one room 

space or less in average, moreover there are lot of 

percentage were became to homeless. In this 

rough situation, Sweden government set variety 

housing policies some of them are still working 

today. The cores of these policies included: 

government take responsibility to make the long 

term country housing development plan, adopt a 

positive land policy to reduce housing 

development cost to increase housing 

construction, monitoring the price changing 
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between the reasonable levels in housing market, 

provide variety tax and financial support for 

subsidy or direct subsidy to low-income and retire 

people. 

From 1960s, government made the ambitious 

strategy ‘Million Program for the purpose of 

providing one million new houses for different 

groups of households. The famous government 

program had successful solved the ‘short of 

housing supply’ social problem from 1965 to 

1974, after this period, government policies 

concentrated on upgrade the housing quality and 

better living environment. 

 Comments on Sweden’s Social Housing Policy 

After World War II, Sweden’s government 

initiated many policies in order to achieve their 

housing goals: one is ‘to rationalize and increase 

housing production in order to rise significantly 

the average housing standard’; and the second 

goal is ‘’to equalize greatly the distribution of 

housing consumption’. The general policies of 

Swedish housing are framed by the state, and local 

government responsible for implement, such as, 

determined how to allocate the social housing to 

low-income group and retire people. On the one 

hand, affordable housing policy of Sweden is 

based on the very strong social welfare system and 

the government provided full financial support to 

the low-income group to own their house. But on 

the other hand, the huge amount of subsidy cost 

government spending a lot until the raises around 

1990. 

The development of Public Housing in United 

State 

 History and background 

U.S. has the largest national economy in the 

world. It has the solid market foundation and 

strong growth power. Due to the economy 

booming, American government has the capital to 

develop large-scale construction project. In 1980s, 

American housing market had rapid development, 

the investment of house account 6% to 8% of 

GDP. In American, the core of housing policy 

include two main parts, one is encourage the 

affordable housing project, the other is provide 

financial support to the low-income household to 

own their house. Those policies achieved the 

ambitious government strategies that are economy 

and social stable development. Actually, the 

American housing policies have the long time 

development process. 

Affordable Housing Policy 

There are many households in U.S. are 

homeowners, the homeownership rate have 

increased for almost all groups in recent decades 

(Quigly and Raphael). In 1937, ‘American 

Housing Act’ was put into practice which marked 

the American government began to change the 

way of management from indirectly management 

to directly control management. As a 

corresponding changing, state government policy 

moved the housing support subsidies from mid-

income household to low-income household, then 

the scale of public housing had been extend more 
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and more affordable housing were built during 

that period. In 1949, the famous law in American 

housing development history was put in practice 

which called the Housing Act 1949, make the 

federal government should take responsibility to 

renewal housing and public housing. In order to 

keep country prosperity and stably growth, the 

government should make practical way to solve 

the housing problems, such as ‘enact the 

provisions for low-rent public housing, slum 

clearance, farm housing and housing research’ to 

provide a health and quality living environment for 

every American household.  

From the American housing policy development 

process, it is obvious that the government of 

American really tried hard to solve housing 

problem for the low-income household. The 

characteristics of American public housing 

included:  

1. Multiple housing supplies. There are two 

main housing supply source, government direct 

building project and subsidy commercial housing 

developer. From 1930s FHA started to use 

government loans and provide subsidy to support 

local government to build public housing. From 

1970s, the local governments reduce the direct 

building housing project but increase sustentation 

fund for the commercial housing developer to 

develop affordable housing and low-rent housing. 

For those housing developers, government 

provide tax free or low taxable, low-interest loan, 

low-price land using fee for them to reduce the 

development cost. 

2. Rental price control and subsidy. 

Governmental through the legislation to limit the 

public housing rental price increasing 

unreasonable, Price increase about 2% to 5% per 

year. Housing rent account 25% of housing 

disposables income. American government 

provides 4 ways of subsidy: tax subsidy, rental 

subsidy, cash subsidy and hosing coupon. 

3. Financial support. Government proved 

financial support for low-income household to 

purchase housing. For example: low-interest and 

long-term loan guarantees, tax subsidy. 

Comments on U.S. Public Housing Policy 

The U.S. has the highest proportion of privately 

owned housing in the world; the housing policy is 

an important part of national public policy. The 

core of this housing policy is to help low-income 

group to purchase their owned house. Weesep and 

Priemus had realized some ‘lessons’ from U.S. 

government’s efforts to make the implement in 

order to improve the ‘housing and living 

conditions of the nation’s poor’ (Priemus, 1999).  

As a research result they found out the 

‘privatizations of housing’ could not settle all the 

problems in the development of housing process. 

But keep making housing policy innovation is the 

successfully tips for U.S. government to make 

reforms to improve the living status for low-

income group. 
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The development of Public Housing in 

Singapore 

History and background 

Singapore is a newly industrialized country with 

the famous nickname of 'garden city'. Since 1964, 

the Singapore government has introduced the 

Home ownership for the People Scheme to help 

the group of low-income people to rent or 

purchase a public house for their family. Four 

years later, the government allowed people used 

their Central Provident Fund (CPF) to be the 

down payment as part of their housing purchasing 

fee. More and more people in Singapore had own 

their house, since owning a house was not a 

difficult thing for them. Housing and development 

board (HDB) is the government departure formed 

to response implement the public housing scheme 

including manage the new housing planning and 

development process and allocation the low-rent 

housing to people needed. The Public Housing 

Scheme of Singapore is one of the most successful 

examples of affordable housing production in the 

world. More and more countries try to learn the 

experience from Singapore public housing scheme 

to solve the housing development problem in their 

countries. 

 Public Housing Policy 

The truth is housing situation in Singapore that 

‘More than 80% of Singapore's population lived in 

HDB flats, with 95% of them owning their HDB 

flat’. This achievement based on the housing 

policies of Singapore are concentrated on solve 

housing problem for residents and formed social 

wild sense that ‘everyone has the right of adequate 

housing’. Under these housing development 

strategies of government setting, Singapore 

achieved more than one time successful but make 

the national housing sustainable development.  

The successful of Singapore Public Housing is 

evident from these facts: 

1. Stronger government manager. Formed a 

profession non-profit agency HDB responsible for 

the Public Housing Scheme in Singapore make 

sure it shaped up. From 1960 to 1965, about 

54430 housing built by HDB that solved the 

housing shortage problem in during this period 

effectively. The main works of HDB include 

public housing planning, designing, constructing, 

allocating, selling and renting out. After 1990s, 

HDB focus on upgrading public housing 

environment and facilities, renewal the older 

public housing, research on housing design to 

build suitable housing to fulfill people need, and 

so on. Singapore government made seriously 

ministering in housing market, limited the housing 

speculators enter the market to prevent price 

volatility, auditing the applicant to fulfill the 

requirement of public housing purchasing. 

2. Establish two different type housing market. 

Singapore government used the political power to 

separate housing market from one to two, one is 

public housing market, and the other is 

commercial housing market. These different 

markets have different target groups. Public 
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housing market has the public housing, low-rent 

housing, studio apartment, small size apartment 

and so on which are the lower housing access 

level for household because government made 

subsidy for these households and housing 

developers. The commercial housing market 

contain single house, best location house, 

luxuriance house and so on which suitable for the 

high-income group or the people who want to do 

housing investment. 

3. Implement central provident fund policy. 

Singapore CPF policy launched in 1955, it was 

clearly states the issues. The working 

Singaporeans saved monthly part of 20% salary to 

CPF account and their employers also responsible 

20% for monthly contributions to it. CPF can only 

use to specify purpose such as medical insurance, 

education and housing purchasing. 

Comments on Singapore Public Housing policy 

The government of Singapore have been 

launched the ‘the home ownership program’ for 

more than 40 years, they have the complete 

housing policy system to protect the living right of 

low-income group. ‘HDB’ flat is the world’s most 

effective solution for the housing problem, many 

countries and areas would like to learn the 

experience from Singapore’s housing model to 

solve the housing problem in their own countries. 

The development of Public Housing in Hong 

Kong 

History and background 

Hong Kong is located on the south of China and 

border the Shenzhen City over the Shenzhen 

River. The area of Hong Kong is 1104 square 

kilometer consists of 200 offshore islands with the 

7.055 million populations. It is one of the highest 

density countries or regions in the world. Hong 

Kong used to be a colony region of Britain and it 

is this colonial experience that make it has the 

different political and culture process compare to 

other cities in China. There are different social 

class categories according to household’s income 

level. 

In Hong Kong, the sandwich class is considered 

the family’s income between $20,000 and 

$40,000USD per year. There family group are not 

really poor however they feel need financial 

support from the government in the beginning 

years, so they can get more income and life better 

in the future. There are three stages in Hong Kong 

Public Housing development process. That 

process can conclude the changing as from setting 

the temporary place for the huge immigrants to 

take more comprehensive the housing policies and 

construction program, from only provided the 

rental housing to subsidize household became 

homeownership, and from built low level housing 

to construct modernization public housing. First 

stage start from 1950 to 1970, in this period main 

of the Hong Kong government functions were 

dealing with the large number of immigrants and 

set a mass of housing program for the low-income 

residents. In the beginning of 1950s, lots of shanty 
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homes had been built for homeless, but a terrible 

fire destroyed thousands of its type house, after 

that, the public housing policy was launched to be 

the principle of housing constructed. The housing 

policy aims in this stage were upgrading living 

environment for residents, transferring the 

residents from shanty homes to concrete structure 

high building to make more space for urban stable 

development. 

Second stage started from 1970s, this period is 

the turning point of Hong Kong Public Housing 

development. In 1973, Hong Kong Housing 

Authority (HA) was established to responsible for 

the Home Ownership Scheme, Tenants Purchase 

Scheme, Sandwich Class Housing Scheme and 

Interim Housing. Since then, Hong Kong 

government introduced a series of housing 

policies to standardization the housing market, 

construction market and the subsidy funded 

sector. 

Third stage can be considered to be the 

development result of second stage in the late of 

1970s. The government took full implementation 

of the ‘Home Ownership Scheme’ to speed up the 

public housing construction schedule. As a result 

more rural housing had rebuilt to be urban 

concrete construction, living standard and 

environment been obviously improved and the 

quality of public housing are good as commercial 

housing because government allowed developers 

and investors to participate in public housing 

program.  

The successful of Hong Kong public housing 

model can be point out included: 

1. Legitimate formed a housing authority HA as 

the independence and non-profit housing agency. 

2. Effective financial and governor arrangement. 

3. Clear housing policies system. 

Affordable housing policy: My Home Purchase 

Scheme 

The Hong Kong Chief executive Donald Tsang 

had delivered his sixth annual policy address on 13 

of Oct 2010. He focused on housing and 

announced a home purchase scheme in which the 

governments will subsidies middle-income earners 

to buy their own homes. He’s target is to build 

5000 units under the scheme including 1000 at 

this site in Tsing Yi, if demand proves to be high, 

the government could allocate more plots to build 

more flats. The chief executive also promised that 

units under the new scheme would be affordable. 

But he emphases that this home purchase scheme 

is the no-frills, small and medium-sized flats only 

for these ‘sandwich class’ households, if they can 

spend 45 to 50 percent of their income on rental 

and also on saving, and also with the added 

protection of rental non-adjustment. He 

recommended that the new program is more 

flexible than home ownership scheme, as tenants 

would be reimbursed half of their net rental 

payments for up to five years to help them 

purchase a flat. He is confidence that this new 

scheme will make easier for middle-income 

earners to purchase their own home. 
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These 5000 flats will be built under my home 

purchase plan to help the so-called sandwich class 

buy their own homes. The idea is that they will 

rent their homes until they can save enough to buy 

them. First stage of this new scheme, 1000 flats 

will be provided by 2014, those who qualify for 

the scheme can rent the flat at a fixed rent for up 

to five years. They can chose to buy within a 

specified time frame the flat they rent or another 

flat under the plan at prevailing market price, or a 

different unit in the private market. To help them 

with the down payment, they can get a subsidy 

equivalent to half of the net rental they have paid 

during the tenancy period. The idea is to give 

tenants time to think whether or not to join the 

housing market without being troubled by the ups 

and downs of housing prices. On poverty relief, 

the government and the business sector will each 

put in 5 billion dollars to set up a community care 

fund to giver extra help to the needy beyond what 

the comprehensive social security assistance 

scheme can provide. Low income earners may 

qualify for up to 600 dollars a month in transport 

subsidy.  

Confine to apply for other city government. It is 

very difficult to have the ambitious that provide 

the perfect policies measure to solve the housing 

problems completely.  

Structure 

A literature review of ‘Affordable housing’ 

field is right after this introduction. In this part, 

many previous works and key findings are 

described, and it also refers some housing 

sustainable theories. The next part is a brief 

overview of the global affordable housing 

development, which includes the experiences of 

Europe (Sweden for instance), U.S., and Asian 

cities (Singapore & Hong Kong for instance). For 

each area, an evaluation of the local policy is also 

carried out. The third part is an introduction of 

India’s current housing policy which has great 

influence to the India local housing market. The 

last part is a Preparation of Questionnaires. 

Methodology 

A questionnaire is used to investigate the 

market value of housing and the average income 

of household in different target group in Salem 

City. This observation group is the young 

household, they have the realistic and directly 

experience about India housing status. The first 

part of the questionnaire is about the current 

housing status of the household. The questions in 

this part are aim to get the information about the 

current living status of different households, 

including the location, living space, consumption 

level, the way to get relevant market information 

and so on. The second part is about the ideal 

housing status of the household. In this part, there 

are more details about the householders’ favor 

living environment, affordable housing price level, 

the selection between commercial housing and 

affordable housing and so on. The next part is 

about rental housing, because most of the 

householder will choose to rent a house as 
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temporary living place before they can afford to 

buy their own houses. In this part, we can know 

the information about the different requirements 

between rental house and ownership house for 

householders. The fourth part is about the 

opinions of householder to the local real estate 

market. The last part is about the personal 

information and background. 

CONCLUSION 

Housing problem is not only an economic 

problem but also a social problem; to set up a 

reasonable housing policy system is still a goal 

that many governments aimed at. Both western 

countries and eastern countries are facing the 

same housing problem, and the development of 

“affordable housing” offered a good solution to it. 

Through implementing various affordable housing 

development models in different countries, we can 

find out that affordable housing is not a perfect 

solution but it is an effective one to the housing 

problem.                                      
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